Lindenmayer-systems are a family of string-generating systems, and several types can be distinguished, of different strength.
The subject of this article is the membership question in the languages generated by determinate, no-input Lindenmayer-systems (or, shortly, DOL-languages).
For propagating DOL-systems (whioh contain no production rules yielding the empty string) the question is easily snswered.
For DOL-systems in general it can be solved in two steps, involving the construction of an intermediate "backbone" system, which is propagating.
NOTATION ; DESURIPTION OF DOL-SYSTEMS
The notation conforms to common usage in language theory, and I shall only state a few conventions.
Any sequence of elements of an alphabet Z is called a word over Z; A is the empty word.
If a~& then ua=ua, etc.; &=A. Z* is the Kleenean closure of Z. # Z denotes the number of elements of Z. 1~1 denotes the length of a word w. If 6 is a mapping of a set into itself, then 82(z) =6(6(z)), etc. ; 60(z) =x. Elements (or letters) of an alphabet shall usually be denoted by (r, t, . . . , words by u, v, w, x, . . . . Esystems were first proposed by A. LINDENMAYER in 1968 [3] , as a model for the development of filamentous organisms. DOL-systems, which form a subclass of the L-systems, can be formally described as follows: DEFINITION. A DOL-system is an ordered triple B= (Z, 6, WO), where Z (the alphabet) is a finite, nonempty set, 8 (the set of ~o&u.&kms) is a total mapping from Z into C*, and wo (the tionz) is a non-empty word over .Z.
The domain of 8 is extended from .Z to Z* in a natural way, by defining 1. +l)=/l. 2. S(ow) =8(o) B(w) for all CT E Z and w E Z*.
DEFINITION.
Let G= (Z, 8, wo) be a DOL-system. 1. wi +-ws if and only if 6(wr) =ws. 2. wr 5~ wz if and only if @(WI) = ws for some rn> 0. 3. The language of G is defined by L(a) = (w: WQ =%-w}.
Note that (a) if wi +-ws, then ws is the result of a a-mapping applied to each letter of wr. (b) there is no distinction between terminal and non-terminal letters, and every word derived from wa is in L(G). These properties are characteristic for L-systems ; they account for many of the differences with other grammars.
If 6(a) # A for all (T E Z, then G is called a propagating DOL-system (or, with biological connotations, without cell-death), abbreviated as PDOL-system. but it is no DOL-system, the two-valuedness of 8(l) violating the condition that 6 be a mapping from Z into Z*.
PDOL-SYSTEMS LEMMA 1. Let G= (Z, 6, WO> be a PDOL-system. If L(G) is infinite, then it contains at most # Z words of a given length; formally :
Proof: Because L(G) is infinite, 6 contains some strictly increasing production rules (i.e., with 16(0)1> 2). Because G is propagating, word length cannot decrease, so all words of the same length follow immediately upon each other. Let wr and wz be the first and last words of length k. Then wz contains at least one letter, say cz, with 16(oz)I >2.
Let ur -02 * . . . + ~~-1 =+-ez (with each ai in wt). Then 16(crf)l= 1 for all at except oz. Now all (~1, . . . . ez have to be different (for, if two of them were equal, CT* would also be equal to some a,; but 18(0,)1= 1 while j6(az)l 22, and in a determinate system this contradicts o, = a,), and this implies z < # Z.
COROLLARY : In PDOL-systems the membership question is effectively solvable.
The decision procedure is to simply start producing words from wo on, and stop as soon as either some previous word reappears (in which case L(G) is finite), or a word longer than w (the word in question) is produced. Lemma 1 assures us that, if L(G) is infinite, this will happen in at most (/WI + 1-1~01) -# Z production steps. LEMMA 2. Let G = (Z, 6, WO) be a DOL-system. If there exist different ml and rn2 such that W(WO) =S"~(WO), then L(G) is finite.
Proof:
Let ms=mi+q with q>O. For any z>rna, z=ml+lq+,u for some jl>l and O<,u<q. Then GZ(WO) = ~~+LQ+p(w~) = 81n1+lr(w~). Consequently, no new words are produced after wm,. So L(G) is finite.
The converse of lemma 2 also holds. LEMMA 3. Let G= (Z, 6, WO) be a PDOL-system with # Z=n. 1. It is effectively decidable whether L(G) is finite.
If L(G) is finite, then # L(G)<nn+n.
Pro of : I shall use the following conventions : -(T E Z will be called ultimately periodic if
Note that the smallest among possible a's is always smaller than n. The smallest among different z's is called the period of u. Note that this period is never larger than n. -Z can be partitioned as follows:
&=Z--21. As # .&G # Z=n, at leest two of the 26's must be equal, say, tk and rk+j.
Then @(tk) = wlrk+jws = Wltk'@?. rk E &, so wi and ws cannot both be empty. If one considers 821(rk), d3j(rk) etc., one observes that the offspring of rk (and of (T) strictly increases in length. So o is not ultimately periodic. The above argument shows that, for every 0 E Z, it can be determined whether u is ultimately periodic. Now, if all letters in wo are ultimately periodic, the same holds for wc itself; and then, by lemma 2, L(U) is finite. If, on the other hand, not all letters in wo are ultimately periodic, then obviously L(U) is infimte.
2. Consider some at in WO. Since L(G) is finite, ar is ultimately periodic. As shown in la (and in the same notation), By simple concatenation one obtains a similar relation for wo instead of aa. Taking into account that only different nc's have to be included in the left-hand exponent, each of them no larger than n, it is clear that this exponent can always be made smaller than nn + n. This sets an upper bound to # L(Q).
PROPAGATING SUB-SYSTEMS OF DOL-SYSTEMS
From any DOL-system B a simpler system 0 can be constructed, which is propagating.
The construction is as follows: Let Q=(Z, 6, WO) be a DOL-system with # Z=n. Define an erasing homomorphism x on .E u (A):
x is extended to words over Z* by Remark : In larger DOL-systems, the computation of @(a) for all o E Z can be tedious. An easier way of obtaining # is the construction of intermediate reduced systems. By omitting from Z those u for which 6(a) = A, one obtains Z' and the corresponding al= (Z', 8, ~0'). Prom Q', G" is constructed, and so on until Cr(k+i) = W) for some k. U(k) is then the desired 8.
I omit the proof that the method is equivalent to the "direct" one. In the example, the procedure goes on as follows:
Q' = ((1, 2, 4}, 6', 4421) with 8' (1) = 42, 6' (2) = fi, 6'(4) = 124. G" = ({1,4}, 6", 441) with 8"(l)= 4, s"(4)= 14. P=cF, so CS=w.
The construction of 8, the propagating "backbone" of 0, is essential in the decision procedure for the membership question "w E L(Q)?" (it still must be proved, of course, that 0 is propagating). The prooedure is, roughly speaking, the following: it is first determined whether G E L(#). One cannot find a positive answer to that question without obtaining a production tree, and that tree is used to decide whether w E L(Q). As I shall show, the procedure is not uniform, but depends on an intermediate result, namely, the finiteness of L(o). 
Proof:
Let G E 2. By construction of d, 9"(o) is not empty. Consider an arbitrary letter, say cr', in the word 6"(u) ; this word can then be written as w'o')w" for some w', w" E Z*. Consider the line of predecessors of u' : a=to, Zl, . ..) -&p-l, Zn'd.
This line is unique, and 8(rr) = at+rzt+l&+i (for some @+I and br+r E Z*) for each i.
As # Z= n, at least two of these r's are equal, say zk*=zk. Then also tn = ~-5. Hence B(tn) = 6(zn+) # A. Now fsn 0 6(q)) = a 0 dn(trJ) = d(w'tnwU) = s(w')s(t,)s(w") # A, so x o 6(a)fd; in other words, 6"(o)fn. This holds for all u E E; so s is propagating. If at $ E:, then I = A =+6n(o~)=n~sno6(a~)=II~~06(0~)=11.On the other hand, x 0 6 o x(ug)=A.
So, in both cases, x 0 6 0 x(ad)=x 0 6(oa).
Hence s"(C) =x o 6(01) . . . x 0 6(u,) =x 0 d(w) = 6i).
COROLLARY:
If L%) is defined as ($1~ E L(G)}, then L(G) =L%).
LEMMA 6. Let G= (2,6, WCI) be a DOL-system, and L=.L(G). Then L is finite if and only if E is finite.
Proof:
=+-: trivial.
-4=: Let # Z=N; max 16(a)(=K; max Iwl =H. uez wez 'vital and mortaZ letters are letters from 2 and C-2, respectively. In each word of L, every mortal letter stems from a first mortal predeces8or (FMP), which is unique.
Since G is determinate, the words of L are produced in a fixed order, so w, (=G@(wo)) refers to only one word. If u is mortal, then, by definition,
It follows from (i) that a word stemming from a mortal letter can not be longer than 47-l: (Vp)(Vu E z-qp(u)l<KN-l).
(ii)
Now consider an arbitrary word wq E L and an arbitrary mortal letter in it. According to (i), the FMP of this letter can only belong to one of the N -1 words preceding w,. By its definition, each FMP is the immediate successor of a vital letter. Since a word contains no more than 2M vital letters, the next word contains no more than M-K FMPs (of letters in wq). All wq's FMPs belong to the N -1 words preceding w,, so the set of wq's FMPs contains no more than (N -1)M.K letters. According to (ii), each FMP can only produce strings of length KN--1 or less, therefore the number of mortal letters in w, is certainly not larger than (N -l)MK-C-1. By addition,
(iii) so L is finite. Now it becomes possible to make a rough estimate of # L if L is finite. Again, put # Z= N, max 181 =M, and max Id(u)I =K.
;o"riTd oez By lemma 3, #x<NN+N. If one puts M= IC5,j -KNN+N, then tZ<M for all GEE. 
Let Q= (Z, 6, WO) be a DOL-system, with # Z=n. Given w E Z*, the problem is: w E L(G) ? Construct 0 as indicated before. By lemma 4, 0 is a PDOL-system. By lemma 1 (corollary), it can be determined whether $ E E.
(i) If I% $ E, then w $ L (lemma 5, corollary).
(ii) If @ E x, then together with this answer an m was found for which &qizo) =?z. Now determine whether z is finite, with the procedure given in lemma 3.
-If x is finite, then, by lemma 6, L is 6nite, and the question can be decided by writing out the whole of L.
-If x is infinite, determine whether Bm(wo) = w.
If so, then of course w EL.
If not, then w $ L. For, if there existed a p #m for which @(wo) = w, then also &(@,) = $ (lemma 5). Together with &($o) =vZ, this would imply that E was finite (lemma 2). But, by assumption, z is infinite.
The following example shows the decision procedure as well as the reason why a distinction has to be made between finite and infinite x. so s=({l, 2, 3}, i, 321) with &1)=2, 6u(2)=3, 6"(3)=1.
65 E E, for &wo) = 123 = 6.
.I? is finite; co=312 z 123 3 231 z 312 etc. a
Now if E were infinite, it would be sufficient to take the equality &ZC,) = 6? (which established the relation 8 E z) and determine whether the corresponding I = w also holds. The result is negative, and for an infinite E the conclusion w I$ L would be valid. But here it is not, as is shown by 84(wo) = 152435 = w.
While reading the manuscript of this paper, dr. G. Rozenberg put forward the conjecture that a DOL-language could be accepted by a linear bounded automaton.
This proved to be right for DOL-languages and also for the larger class of OL-languages. As a consequence, OLlanguages are context-sensitive, and the main theorem of this paper is thereby reduced to a corollary of the new result [5] . Still, this paper gives a direct decision procedure which is unusual in not being uniform, and the reduction of a DOL-system to a PDOL-system may also be of some interest.
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